Vehicle leasing.
Mobility and liquidity.

Characteristics
- Flexible financing for your business vehicles
- Fixed lease payments for the entire term of the agreement
- Contract design with partial or full amortization

Requirements
- Minimum contractual amount: CHF 20,000
- Terms: at least 24 months
- Commercial vehicles up to 3.5 t
- Second-hand vehicles depending on age, mileage, and term
- No vehicle purchase from private individuals

Your costs
- The lease payment depends on client creditworthiness, the equipment assessment, the agreement volume, the duration of the agreement, and the residual value at the end of the contract.

Product description
Do you want to remain close to your clients, all while retaining your liquidity? Then a leasing agreement with Credit Suisse is the right financing solution for your company. This enables you to modernize or expand your vehicle fleet while preserving your capital and retaining your flexibility as an entrepreneur. Choose between a full amortization with a residual value of 0.5% or a partial amortization.

If you are planning on purchasing multiple vehicles over the next 12 months, we will be happy to provide you with financing through a framework agreement. You can thus benefit from fast and easy equipment procurement and attractive conditions.

You can process your vehicle leasing even faster, more efficiently, and in a largely paperless manner with our industry-leading Online Leasing. Request non-binding offers and conclude your contracts entirely online. Anytime – anywhere.

Your benefits
- Planning certainty thanks to fixed terms
- You regularly drive the latest vehicles
- Lease agreements in CHF and EUR
- Financing via framework agreement with attractive conditions
- Time-saving and efficient processing via Online Leasing

Your contacts
- Your leasing specialist or your personal client advisor would be happy to provide you with detailed information.
- Further information is also available on the internet at: credit-suisse.com/leasing
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